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“Barbarism? Yes, indeed. We say this in order to introduce a new, positive concept of 
barbarism.” (Benjamin, “Experience and Poverty”) Discuss.

Summers, I work at my uncle’s coffee shop, Pallet Coffee Roasters, in Vancouver. Five days a 
week—consistently  at  8:55—I  board  the  skytrain  at  Richmond-Brighouse,  catch  a  bus 
downtown, near the terminus station, and arrive for my shift at 10:00. (Invariably, I need the 
bathroom by the time I’ve arrived, so it’s always more like 10:05.) I wave hello to the baristas 
Mark and Andy, descend the stairs to the lower level where the roastery resides, and greet 
roast-master Dan and the productions manager Dave, who runs me through the orders for 
the day. Across one of those long grey collapsable tables is spread a variety of multi-coloured 
stickers,  each of  which corresponds to a  particular  roast:  there’s  Benchmark,  Top Shelf, 
Summit, Divano, Single Origin, Decaf, Espresso—the list goes on. I pull up a stool and get 
to packing for the Bourgeoisie. Save for a single half-hour break for lunch, the workday is 
predictable, consistent. When I return home around 5:00, following my morning route in 
reverse, I leave the worries and cares of my job behind—I “[s]hed the weight of each day 
like the leaves of our oak tree”—crossing the threshold into a different universe. Here, I do 1

whatever I please—swim laps at the nearby pool to stay sane, watch Agadmator’s excellent 
(and endless) chess videos, eat dinner with my grandparents, phone my girlfriend. My days 
are  neatly  segregated  into  these  distinct  temporal  chunks.  I  don’t  have  to  think  about 
weighing out thirty-seven bags of decaf beans when I’m reading at home. Work remains 
confined to its own sphere. Balance. Push and pull. Yin and yang. The fairly manageable 
labour  of  the  day  and  the  summery  torpor  of  the  late  May  evenings—neither  ever 
transgresses  its  temporal  demarcations,  intruding  upon  the  integrity  of  the  other—and 
thereby compromising both. Time never mutates into a perverse blend of the two.

As a student,  meanwhile,  I dwell  in this blend. I marinate in it,  I  am practically 
pickled in it, I reek of it. The resulting concoction, were I to imagine it as a substance, 
would probably resemble the unsavoury aftermath of blending dinner and desert together in 
a Vitamix. Nobody wants that. For whatever reason, such radically combinatorial cuisine 
proves indigestible—offensive, even. Exactly contrary to the patterns described above—to 
the aforesaid estival delineations—the moment I set foot in the house as an undergrad is the 
moment the day’s work truly begins. Then it’s time for readings, assignments, papers. Until 
this point, I have probably been sitting taking notes in lecture, or else trying in vain to make 
good use of a one-hour block crammed unceremoniously between two of my classes. Good 
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luck cleanly separating work from leisure when you have class from 5:30 to 8:30 pm on 
Wednesdays, beginning at 10:00 am on Thursdays, and not at all  on Fridays. Good luck 
establishing  routine  when  your  course  schedule  actively  annihilates  it.  Indeed,  if  May 
inaugurates the return of a salient structure—a temporal instantiation of Goethe’s claim 
that  “only  law  can  give  us  liberty” —then,  suffice  it  to  say,  September  obliterates  it. 2

Suddenly, time is hostile. Far from remaining compartmentalized into manageable chunks, it 
deliquesces into a single grotesque sludge. The whole day becomes unilaterally charged with 
the lamentably indestructible impression that one ought to be doing something—and, rest 
assured,  there  is  always  something  to  be  done,  whether  it’s  digesting  sixty  pages  of 
Heidegger or banging out a paper on medieval Muslin women that’s already overdue. Thus I 
am always at every hour beset—no, besieged—by the same guilt-ridden, lingering back burner 
thought,  intermittently  whispered  to  me  by  the  angel  upon  my  shoulder  (who, 
notwithstanding, often comes across as an aspiring Satan):  “Shouldn’t you be doing your 
Heidegger readings? Shouldn’t you be writing that paper?” Et cetera, et cetera, ad infinitum. 
I want to retort:  “Shouldn’t  you be a little more sympathetic to the human condition?” 
Instead, I shovel further forkfuls of pasta—majestically comprised of store-bought sauce 
and the cheapest  noodles  one can find—down my gullet,  hoping thereby to silence the 
queasy pangs of conscience. If it's a particularly desperate day, I’m devouring Kraft Dinner, 
O how it  soothes  the  soul  with  its  cheesy  nihilism,  its  momentary  manufactured  bliss. 
Nevertheless, even this feels decadent. An actual home-cooked meal, meanwhile—full of, you 
know, nutrients and other beneficial things, like fibre and minerals—the thought alone is 
wantonly opulent.

So extensive, in fact, is school’s homogenization of time that the weekend as such 
cannot be said to exist. Granted—and thank the Gods—we never have classes scheduled for 
Saturday or Sunday; but what does it matter? Schoolwork invariably spills over into these 
days.  They are never sacred.  That the university itself  understands this becomes acutely 
clear during the exam season, when Dalhousie has no qualms scheduling an exam for 8:30 
am on a Saturday for a class that, for the term’s entirety, you’ve been attending at 1:00 pm on 
Tuesdays and Thursdays. This flagrant infringement on what is ostensibly our time off from 
school only literalizes the unreality of the weekend; it constitutes an overt manifestation of 
school’s continual encroachment onto this supposed realm of rest—one that already takes 
place  in  the  form of,  for  example,  those  sixty  pages  of  Political  Theology  whose  dense 
incomprehensibility have already swallowed an hour of your Thursday morning by page 10. 
There is no clear time limit on the amount of work we are assigned; it could take anywhere 
from thirty minutes to three hours for various students to read through the same text. A 
paper, meanwhile, is even less predictable: some have taken me weeks, others less than 24 
hours, start to finish. Consequently, the weekend is always under siege; if, for whatever slew 
of reasons, I haven’t finished my readings by Friday evening, I’ve no choice but to carry 
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them over into Saturday morning and afternoon. There is no Sabbath for the student, which 
is to say there is no rest, no real recharge. School is the spiritual antithesis of the 9 to 5: It 
blatantly disregards those stratifications of time that, tacitly and as a society, we have all 
agreed are necessary for our collective sanity. Hell, even the bustling world of Wall Street 
draws the line at Friday afternoon, forcing day-traders like my dad to take a well-earned 
break. While he’s resting up—cooking, watching Netflix, doing yoga—I’m straining my eyes 
to  comprehend  a  text  from  the  14th  century  on  Lollardy,  written  in  needlessly 
untransliterated Middle English. I’m doing so on a Sunday afternoon. 

The problem is that school expects an unprecedented degree of willpower from a 
demographic  that  has  never  been  taught  how to  harness  it.  The  entire  postsecondary 
apparatus is premised on the assumption that we are disciplined with our time—that we 
won’t leave 50+ pages of Middle English to the day before the morning seminar when they 
are due to be read. Some, like my roommate Michael, seem to possess this discipline. A 
geology and mathematics  student,  Michael’s  school  day imitates  a  typical  workday.  This 
rigorous man—awake by 7:00 every day, rain or shine—often eats breakfast and bikes down 
to the university before I’m even out of bed. (Our daily routines were even more hilariously 
juxtaposed in second year, when Michael was on the rowing team. Their practices began at 
6:00 am.) Occasionally, however, I will catch a fleeting glimpse of him, armoured with a navy 
blue windbreaker and matching helmet, on days when I miraculously emerge, bleary-eyed 
and coffee-craving, from my den before 8:30. “Have a good day!” he calls out into the air, 
already halfway down the stairs with his bike propped up onto his shoulder and a massive 
waterproof backpack bursting with contents—including, no doubt, a Tupperware packed 
with  his  signature  bean-and-corn  medley  for  lunch—leaving  me  there  to  stew  in  my 
unconscionable indolence. I mumble something back through a mouthful of soothing black 
beverage. (Michael has only ever had coffee once, when I begged him to let me brew him a 
cup to try. He was ambivalent. Neither does he drink tea.)

Maybe it’s a humanities thing. When I broached the subject with him, veiling my 
not-insignificant  envy  with  a  feign  of  flippant  self-deprecation,  Michael  expressed  the 
conviction that my degree is far more difficult than his. He recalled, as an example, his awe 
at finding me hunched over some Arendt on a Sunday night, just moments after we’d both 
gotten back from a retreat in the Nova Scotian countryside. I decided to bask in the warm 
rays of admiration for my apparent “discipline” rather than point out the—to my mind—
obvious fact: Were I truly disciplined, I wouldn’t have neglected poor Arendt until the night 
before my class.

Suffice it to say, the divide between these two kinds of students remains significant. 
Can we even be said to belong—molecularly speaking—to the same species? Michael, like 
my  father,  can  enjoy  the  sunniness  of  freedom unobscured  by  the  darkening  clouds  of 
obligation.  I,  on  the  other  hand,  get  to  steep  in  the  goop  of  the  undone,  elegantly 
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entrenched in that swamp of shame and decadence, like a desultory Yoda. Anything and 
everything not legibly pertinent to my schoolwork—every daydream, every YouTube clip, 
every conversation with a friend over lunch—is  shot through with an enduring sense of 
“Shouldn’t you be [insert responsibility here]?” It’s like the angel asked his devil friends how 
best to fuel a cycle of guilt and defiance.

Notwithstanding these insistent celestial suggestions, exactly what I am so gnawingly 
obligated to be doing can remain aggravatingly unclear. I am cognizant, in an altogether 
vague and meaningless way, that I ought to be doing something; but just what that something 
is remains elusive, leaving me with only the relentless certitude that I have no right to rest. 
Every so often, this impression of beholdenness will congeal, acquiring a momentary solidity
—as when I remember, via some improbable divine intervention into human affairs, that I 
have a paper due in three days. Over-reliance on such gracious intercessions is treacherous, 
however, so I like to ensure my remembrance in other ways. Foremost among these is the 
note  I  use  on  my  phone  as  a  sort  of  textual  substitute  for  a  calendar.  Clustered 
claustrophobically at the top—situated there with an eye to ensuring maximum visibility—a 
vertical heap of exigencies with deadlines looms. “4/9 Arabic Assignment 5 Due!”; “5/1 
Sarah Gaulin Scholarship Deadline!” Such exclamatory edicts are, as you can see, bolded 
and coloured pink in a feeble attempt to produce the effect of being textually screamed at. 
Alas,  albeit  predictably,  my  eyes  gloss  over  their  fuming  magenta  indignation,  trailing 
instead some thumb-induced scrolls in search of more actionable—and therefore radically 
unimportant—tasks.  Those  that  figure  here  are  nebulous  and  without  deadline—e.g. 
“Cleaning Room,” “Fixing Typewriter (Escapement),” and so on. I dump them here, in this 
purgatorial space, perhaps in the feeble, half-hearted hope that, with enough time, they will 
mate with one another and produce me a solution to my problems. Some of these are so 
laughably insignificant that they can hardly be granted the esteem of actual taskhood—for 
instance,  “Email  Brittan”  or  even  “Ande,”  the  latter  serving  as  a  concise  reminder  to 
download the so-entitled song. Some shady website (ytmp3.cc/, if you’re interested) converts 
a video of Billie Marten’s aforesaid ballad into an MP3 file before kindly depositing it into 
my downloads folder. Ah, productivity at its finest! I lean back in my chair, satisfied with a 
hard day’s work, as the delicious swoosh! sound of an email being flung from my inbox washes 
over me. Once jettisoned, this semi-comprehensible message materializes in the inbox of 
whichever unfortunate soul is charged with deciphering its import—which, to summarize, is 
approximately  as  follows:  Dearest  Professor  such-and-such.  I  am  terrible  at  managing  my  time. 
Consequently, may you ever be so kind as to grant me more of it so I can fritter it away to the fickle gods 
of idleness and sloth? Sincerely, one of your many scrambling pupils. P.S. Let us both agree to aggressively 
disregard the elephant in the room: The fact that I apparently had both the time and the energy to draft 
this email, but not to write my paper on Muslim women that was in fact (as of right now) due nearly a 
month ago.
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Then COVID-19 happened, cancelling everything and ordering us all indoors. Coffee shops 
and libraries closed in staggering succession, thereby nullifying the prospect of ever leaving 
the house to work. My already at-best-tenuous external structures had evaporated overnight; 
all  of  a  sudden,  it  fell  entirely  to  me  to  regiment  my  time.  Along  with  the  rest  of  my 
postsecondary brethren, I found myself abruptly condemned to the home. 

On the one hand,  I  was  a  measure relieved:  by  mid-March,  when classes  moved 
online, I was so up to my ears in assignments that the mass exodus of their deadlines off into 
the unimaginable vistas of late April felt like a godsend.

But then I tried, you know, actually working.
Maybe “tried” is a misleading word to use here; actively avoided would probably be 

closer to the truth. I responded to these changes with a rather on-brand approach of doing 
every conceivable thing under the sun besides my schoolwork. I was, to outward seeming, 
unrecognizably productive. I spent a whole day going through the drawers of my desk and 
tossing the accumulated detritus of the past two years. (“You never know when you’re gonna 
need a set of coloured pencils”; “I’ll find a way to resuscitate this dead pair of headphones 
someday!”) My roommate Arden and I took an entire afternoon to clean the living room, 
expurgating it of the dust and crumbs that had gathered behind the couches. We pushed the 
coffee table up against the wall, which made the space feel open and welcoming. We finally 
liberated our poor mantelpiece, which had come to serve as a makeshift landfill for—among 
other things—a pile of crumpled receipts from Superstore, a heap of dried-up leaves, two 
(yes)  roses (yes),  a screw, upwards of three invitations to see the Nutcracker, and a large 
defunct lightbulb. These we promptly discarded. We even cleaned out the torrent of mouse 
crap from under the couch cushions, where our resident rodent colony had evidently made 
an ongoing feast  of  the zippers that ran along the cushions.  We cleaned the fridge and 
freezer,  throwing  out  the  perished  perishables  kindly  left  behind  by  our  two  absentee 

“Closer, Closer #2 (Detail 1)” (Heather Day, 
heatherday.com/paintings2017/2017/2/5/closer-closer-2)
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roommates. I cleared out my closet, rearranged my room, swept the floors, the stairs, the 
landing, tidied the shoe rack, reorganized the cupboards in the kitchen. Foodstuffs that had 
lain  long-neglected in  obscure  corners  of  the pantry  were  one-by-one consumed.  Those 
cracked wheat-berries I bought a year ago to try making some haleem during the Bahá’í 
Fast, for example: I made more haleem; I consumed the cracked wheat-berries. Eventually, 
we did the unthinkable: We tackled the long-dreaded bathroom. This involved taking turns 
mopping the floor in rubber slippers and scouring the shower walls with a sponge. We stood 
there, bent over, fastidiously scrubbing from between the tiles streaks of bright orange and 
black mould that had accreted over many, many months.

These purgative acts were necessary; they made it possible to spend a whole day at 
home without feeling the slow but steady onset of madness and agoraphobia. Nevertheless, 
what I spent my days doing remained eminently not that paper on Muslim women during 
the  medieval  period.  Was  or  was  not  Nazhún  ironizing  male  sexuality  in  her  invective 
against al-Makzhúmí? I still had no idea. Cleaning became an adept form of self-deception, a 
means of placating myself with a misleading sense of accomplishment. Too much stillness, 
however,  and  I  could  hear  that  Satan-angel  whispering  to  me  about  x  y  and  z—that 
presentation on feminism in Ulysses, or the exhibition review for my class on the pictorial 
turn, or this essay. Which would in turn galvanize a renewed search for spaces to purify—
even imaginary ones. Say, maybe I should reorganize my Dropbox folder? Then I can really 
concentrate on x y and z. Meanwhile, March became April, and those deadlines drew closer 
still.

When I spoke with Michael over Skype—he’d flown home to the Yukon when the 
prospect of inter-provincial travel grew uncertain—I learned that he had just one exam left, 
in physics; that was last Friday. And while he, too, complained of the difficulty of getting 
work done from home, I had a hard time imagining his failures in this regard to be more 
spectacularly thoroughgoing than mine. The last I heard, he was trying to get in as many ski 
sessions as possible before the spring there fully melted the glittering snow.  

One evening, during a storm, I suggested to my girlfriend Leah that we watch The 
Curious Case of Benjamin Button. We had the house to ourselves, volume was not an issue; the 
TV in the living room—with its robust speakers and crisp, pixelated breadth—beckoned to 
us. I set things up; after failing to find a free HD version online, I rented it on Google Play 
for $4.99. Winds buffeted the house, the whole wooden mass of it creaking and groaning in 
the  darkness,  audibly  straining  under  the  onslaught  of  mighty  Aeolus.  The  film begins, 
incidentally, in a storm as well;  and, in retrospect, I believe this intensified the sense of 
complete submersion in the tale, for now our world corresponded in a palpable way to the 
world  on-screen.  This  shared  fact  of  wind  and  rain  was  our  entry-point;  it  enabled 
distinction between our  two respective  realms began to  crumble,  threatening  to  wholly 
disappear.
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On-screen,  a  very old woman lies  horizontal  on a  hospital  bed.  A younger,  middle-aged 
woman—evidently her daughter—tends to her while nurses shuttle in and out of rooms, too 
busy to dwell on the disturbing proximity of dying, here. On the television in the upper 
right-hand corner, newscasters point to sections of whirling red on an inverse thermal map 
of the United States: a hurricane is coming, hence the frenzied atmosphere around.

With a hoarse voice and creased mouth, the old woman tells her daughter the story 
of a blind clockmaker who lost his son in the War. Shattered by grief, he poured himself into 
the task at  hand:  crafting  an enormous clock for  the  local  train  station.  A large  crowd 
gathered for its unveiling—only to discover that the clock ticked backwards. “I made it that 
way,” the clockmaker explained, “so that perhaps the boys that we lost in the war might 
stand and come home again. Home to farm, work, have children; to live long, full  lives. 
Perhaps my own son might come home again.”  All  present lowered their  hats in silent 3

reverence. “Some say he died of a broken heart,” the old woman says. “Some say he went to 
sea.”4

This old woman hands her daughter a fraying leather journal; asks her to read from it 
to her, for her. “April 4th, 1985. […] This is my last will and testament. I don’t have much to 
leave—a few possessions, no money really. I will go out of this world the same way I came 
in:  alone,  and with nothing.  All  I have is  my story,  and I’m writing it  now, while I still 
remember it.”5

So ensues the life of one Benjamin Button. 

“Some say he went to sea.” (The Curious Case of Benjamin Button 6:10)
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Born with a wide array of physical ailments suggestive of a ninety-year-old man, Benjamin 
Button—the doctors declare—has not very long to live. Nevertheless, the days pass, and 
Button survives; in fact, he appears to be growing visibly younger. This is the curious case: 
While physically he resembles a small old man, Button has the mind—and life experience—
of a seven-year-old. He doesn’t quite fit in with the old people in the senior’s home where he 
is raised, because he’s spiritually a child; but neither can he play with the other children in 
the streets, owing to his decrepit appearance. 

The sheer strangeness of this is highlighted by his interactions with a little girl, Daisy, 
the granddaughter of one of the residents. Daisy comes to Benjamin in the middle of the 
night, inviting him to play in a makeshift fort under the dining room table. They crawl into 
it  together.  Somehow, she sees through his  crumpled exterior  and discerns the youthful 
spirit within. “You’re different than anybody I’ve ever met,”  she declares,  laying a hand 6

softly against his face. They are caught by Daisy’s grandmother. Having sent Daisy fleeing 
off to bed, the old woman stops at the foot of the stairs to deliver a scathing reprimand. 
“And you,” she says, turning to Benjamin, “oughta be ashamed of yourself.”  Button lowers his 7

head. She goes upstairs. 
Button’s adoptive mother comes into the room. She tries to console him. “You are a 

different child, a man-child, and, baby, people aren’t gonna understand just how different you 
are.”  Benjamin allows  himself  to  be  enveloped by  her  arms,  asking  in  a  muffled voice: 8

“What’s wrong with me, momma?”9

Friendship is thus a scarce resource, made doubly precious therefore. Besides Daisy, 
Button has only one other friend to speak of: an acquaintance of his adoptive father who 
comes to visit, a traveller, though it’s not clear from where. This friend is the architect of 
what Button describes as “the best day of my life,”  when, for the very first time, he goes 10

into the city. They drink root beer together before the water. Nevertheless, a day comes 
when  this  traveller  must  go,  though  it’s  unclear  whereto.  Button  has  only  time  to  say 

“I’ve come to say goodbye.” (Curious Case 38:55, 39:36)
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goodbye before the friend leaves, donning his hat with a smile before walking off into the 
shadowy night. Button goes over to the window to watch his only friend in the world vanish 
into the great unknown. 

Kick up the fire, and let the flames break loose
To drive the shadows back;
Prolong the talk on this or that excuse,
Till the night comes to rest
While some high bell is beating two o’clock.
Yet when the guest
Has stepped into the windy street, and gone,
Who can confront
The instantaneous grief of being alone?
Or watch the sad increase
Across the mind of this prolific plant,
Dumb idleness?11

Who indeed. Certainly not I. When I saw this scene, a combination of the melancholy of 
the moment and the luxuriously slow pace of life in 1920’s New Orlean’s struck me with 
such force as to induce a realization. I turned to Leah, arm wrapped around her. I whispered 
that, were the same thing to happen to me, I would immediately have sought out those 
instruments  of  distraction  to  possibly  deflect  the  force  of  the  experience—I  would’ve 
opened my laptop, checked my phone, done something, anything to narcotize against that 
“instantaneous grief,” the sheer discomfort of it. I would’ve gone out of my way to evade the 
talons of despair. But Button doesn’t do this. He can’t, obviously. Rather, he simply watches, 
a lone figure ensconced in golden lantern-light, framed by a wedge of window stark against 
the tranquil night. He simply watches; then he turns away. That’s all there is. Nothing else 
with which to circumvent the grief of aloneness, its ruthless facticity. No anesthetic to speak 
of. Button withstands this grief. He has no choice. 

Following the film, I revived a forgotten practice. We called it “silent listening,” and 
it was a kind of relic from first year, before our friend group fell apart—before Nico went 
back to Toronto to work on his Airstream and Dhyani moved to Newfoundland to study 
fashion; before each of us enrolled in unrelated classes and somehow saw less and less of one 
another as time wore on. Back then, we came together once in a blue moon to listen to an 
album, the whole way through—without any interruptions—in the dark. We did this with 
DAMN. and Crack-Up. By myself this time, I played Angelo de Augustine’s Swim Inside the 
Moon, a churning, swirling, underwater album, a sort of diamond in the rough of a whirlpool, 
if you will. I sat there in the living room with a large glass of cranberry juice, I let the album 
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pour over me—it helped, I think, that it wasn’t all that long, only half an hour or so. I could 
offer it the full measure of my attention—undivided, but at the same time daydreamy. I was 
gently absorbed, hazily spellbound, submerged but wakeful.  I followed the music with a 
kind of contented indolence, as though documenting the movements of a kaleidoscope of 
butterflies  with  my  mind’s  eye.  Some  evenings  later,  I  did  the  same  thing  with  The 12

Weatherman and  I Love You. It’s a Fever Dream. With each of these sessions, surrounded by 
darkness—with nowhere else, really, for my mind to go, nothing to sensorily heed besides 
the song—I grew increasingly intolerant of distraction, that state of being spiritually diffuse, 
with too many things nagging at one’s brain. Diffracting a ray of light, after all, diminishes 
its brilliance. I lost the ability to treat music as a kind of white noise, letting it play in the 
background while I did other things. I wanted above all the cutting luminousness of a single 
beam. I still wrote poems in the morning with music and a cup of coffee—some things never 
change—but aside from this daily inaugural practice I couldn’t be preoccupied when I put 
on a song, it aggravated me to be assaulted with too much stimuli at once, I needed to 
attend to everything one at a time. 

The transformations continued—gradual, inexorable—each seeming to catalyze the 
other, as though the film were the first in a series of ontological dominoes. Silent listening, 
for example, taught me the soporific character of darkness; merely steeping myself in this 
substance  would,  before  long,  induce  a  tiredness  in  me  like  nothing  else—not  even 
melatonin  tablets,  those  diminutive  moons,  could  do  the  same.  Having  struggled  with 
intermittent bouts of insomnia for years, I must confess I felt pretty stupid to learn that the 
solution was so simple as turning off the light. Nevertheless, I eschewed lightbulbs. Come 
sundown, I allowed myself only candles. “It is not lawful to sustain lights,”  a Lollard edict 13

that I am shamelessly wrenching from its context, became my guiding principle. I fell in 
love with dusk. Every evening, I would hastily conclude my affairs for the day—brush teeth, 
floss,  hurry  off  to  bed—so  that  I  could  observe  the  cobalt  spectacle  unfold.  And,  sure 
enough,  when I  did  this,  my eyelids  soon began to  droop of  their  own accord.  I  slept 
soundly, deeply, like an infant in a bed of valerian, like a dog in a house alone at noon, its 
careless, canine dreams infused with gold. 

In this way, I became a disciple of sunshine, “a student not of longing but of light.”  I 14

woke at dawn. I learned to chart the progress of the sun in the sky. Throughout the day, I 
could sort of intuit roughly what time it was based on the angular ferocity of the orb in 
question. Did the sun sprawl over the floorboards in the living room, lush and golden? If so, 
early morning; from my bedroom, I could watch as the pale, unanimous strip of shadow 
sank begrudgingly down the walls of the neighbouring houses, obliged into doing so by the 
sun’s unstoppable ascent. Could said sun be seen fiercely glinting off the front windshield of 
the defunct green Subaru in my neighbour’s backyard, shining directly into my eyes? That 
was my cue to call it a day: It was 2:00 pm, I’d been up since 6:00, working since 7:00. Was 
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her  descent  discernible  only  through  the  knotted  fray  of  branches  obscuring  the  sky? 
Approximately 5:45, by which point an aural correlate would emerge: some unidentifiable 
bird, alone and marvellous, its gorgeous song perhaps heralding nightfall soon to come. I 
grew attentive to the textures of time, to its prodigious unfoldment, its nuances. I became a 
creature of the sun. Most importantly, I learned that they—the sun and time—are one.

Out  of  this  emerged  a  newfound,  almost  misanthropic  aversion  to  noises  and 
uncouth brightness. At the outset, I rose and fell with Helios; but the early morning quiet 
was delectable, I couldn’t resist—I craved it, I hungered for silence. So I set the alarm for 
earlier and earlier—6:00, 5:30, 5:00. Soon I rose prior to sunshine, staggering out of bed to 
extinguish the blaring alarm before those first few intimations of daybreak had graced the 
sky. Light was just a purple smear, a whisper, a suggestion of rebirth. I sat there at my desk 
sipping coffee in total silence. No cars whooshing past the house outside; no conversations 
in the kitchen between Arden and his girlfriend. I found I could think, I could actually think. 
At  long  last,  I  was  able  to  work  on  my papers.  I  finished  one  after  the  other—slowly, 
methodically. “The question is whether or not Ulysses offers feminism resources with which 
to dismantle patriarchy,” I wrote, having scavenged the relevant literature. “For the child, 
everything is  new because everything is  one,” I decided with regards to Knausgaard’s  A 
Death in the Family.  And, at long last—against all odds—I finished that fucking paper on 
medieval Muslim women. When the birds, one after the other, stirred and sang, warbling 
upon the boughs outside my home, their emergence was as gradual and soothing as the 
emergence of individual stars in the evening sky. 

Why could I only concentrate in undefiled solitude? Why did the slightest evidence 
of human activity—outside of my own—disperse my thoughts, the way a sudden presence—
a person walking into the kitchen and flipping the light switch—will send roaches frantically 
scattering  into  cupboards  and  drawers?  Whatever  the  case,  I  developed  an  allergy  to 
interruptions. If solipsism alone could enable me to cognitively function, so be it, I thought, 
and decided to renounce my phone. Of course, I couldn’t really do this; I still needed one for 
emergencies and errands. Instead, I settled for a second-best alternative: I opted to neuter it 
into a home phone. This meant simply stashing my iPhone 5S in the uppermost corner of 
my closet, sufficiently out of reach as to discourage my checking it every lull or lapse in the 
day. If anyone called I could still hear it, I would answer; but otherwise I almost never used 
it. In lieu of texts, I reverted to emails—e-mails, electronic mail, digital epistolary. I checked 
them only once a day, at 3:00 or so, following a hard day’s work. 

Jurassic of me, I know. Indeed, I can’t deny feeling occasionally regressive about all of 
this. Those around me were to quick to register this dimension. Arden, for instance, called 
the new regimen “a bit extreme” and complained about not being able to watch $chitt’s Creek 
at night on the TV in the living room. My dad bombarded me with emails, on the last of 
which—entitled “getting together”—he wrote: “So... it is time for me to complain. This new 
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system doesn’t work for me. No text, no phone. And I have to wait until you may reply to 
emails?” When, much later, he offered to order me a watch during a clearance at the Bay, I 
refused, alluding to my new schedule. His response: “wow. following the light. we’re going 
back a few millennia.” He also called my obsession with candles at pre-dawn—in a moment 
of accidental insight, given its pseudo-Lollard origins—“medieval.”

Was that all this was? A sort of technological revanchism? A misguided attempt at 
returning to some mythic prehistory, before TV or Twitter? Was I, like that clockmaker, 
counterproductively mourning the past? Trying vainly to turn back the clock, to undo time? 

King Crimson, In the Court of the Crimson King. 
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The  changes  humanity  has  undergone  in  recent  centuries—politically,  technologically, 
psychically—are unprecedented, seismic. Nothing short of a rupture in the very continuum 
of experience has taken place—beginning, argues Walter Benjamin, with the First World 
War. “A generation that had gone to school in horse-drawn streetcars,” writes Benjamin in 
his 1933 essay “Experience and Poverty,” “now stood in the open air, amid a landscape in 
which  nothing  was  the  same  except  the  clouds  and,  at  its  center,  in  a  force  field  of 
destructive  torrents  and  explosions,  the  tiny,  fragile  human  body.”  The  result   was  a 15

profound silence—and not the luxurious kind I’ve been indulging in, but the totalizing kind, 
the  sort  that  atrophies  the  soul.  Soldiers  returned from the front  lines  “not  richer  but 
poorer  in  communicable  experience,”  unable  to  pass  on what  they had learned in  any 16

meaningful  way.  This  produced  an  unalterable  rift  between  the  generations;  gone  was 
wisdom,  “the  authority  of  age,”  with  its  endearingly  “long-winded  eloquence,”  for 17 18

wisdom, in the face of mass technological eradication, had grown obsolete. Experience as 
such became a splintered impossibility. It ceased to exist. Time became fragmentary, and 
man grew schizoid. 

Much has been lost to history, it is true; the sorrow of the blind clockmaker is well-
founded—honourable, even.  Nevertheless, it is politically counterproductive to pine for the 19

past. I think of Bob Dylan’s timeless warning: “Come senators, congressmen, please heed 
the call / Don’t stand in the doorway, don’t block up the hall.”  In other words, don’t vainly 20

repudiate change; rather, embrace it. Refusing to do so—refusing, that is, to grow alongside 
one’s age—can beget monstrous ideological commitments. This is the disturbing spiritual 
consonance  between  something  as  apparently  innocuous  as,  say,  90’s  nostalgia  or  my 
generation’s fetish for old-fashioned instruments—polaroid, vinyl, typewriters—and fascism, 
an actual, concerted political effort to repeal the deleterious influence of the centuries that 
intervene between a people and an idealized Golden Age.  Nazism was premised on the 
dream of German glory rediscovered; its proponents lay claim to a long, saintly tradition 
hailing  all  the  way  back  to  Greek  antiquity,  nothing  short  of  the  entire  “Western” 
philosophical tradition. In other words: “Make America great again”—followed by a spew of 
allusions  to  some  vague,  sweaty,  gallivanting,  swashbuckling,  bootstrapping  primordial 
political  origins.  Cowboys  and  cigars.  America—unfettered,  pure  and  glorious.  Fascism 
endeavours to return us to a time before time, a sort of unsullied haven from history, a 
mythological  meadow. This  is  the dark side of  the clockmaker’s  grief,  the danger latent 
therein:  To pine for the past  is  to grow psychically  receptive to the promises of  fascist 
regimes. They come to us with elegant clocks, professing single-handedly the power to turn 
back time. 

Besides the totalitarian whiff of such thinking, unfettered nostalgia is, simply put, 
personally maladaptive; it will get us nowhere, for it ignores the blatant irrevocability of 
change. “Can’t escape that 20th century,” sings Unknown Mortal Orchestra.  The arrow of 21
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time  goes  only  forward;  it  cannot  be  undone—not  even  in  Benjamin  Button’s  curious, 
exceptional  case.  Indeed,  if  anything,  Button’s  story  demonstrates  the  essential 
unidirectionality of time, its unwavering arc into tomorrow. Button’s life unfolds in reverse, 
yes; but, as we learn over the course of the film, it is not the cells in our body that constitute 
our age but the weight of our experiences, the burden of things seen, of a full, breadthful life 
well-lived and -known. We observe Button grow spiritually older, physically younger, develop 
acne,  lose  memories,  shrink,  and pass  away,  an infant  in  an old woman—Daisy’s—arms. 
Notwithstanding  this  strangeness,  we  come to  understand  that  certain  elements  of  the 
human condition cannot  be  circumvented or  overcome.  We acquire  experience through 
time. We grow old. We are—inexorably—going to die. This is all. There is no way around 
these facts. The clockmaker’s grief is true; it springs from love; it sings. But grief unfettered 
kills the soul. The film shows us its end results in the beginning: the clockmaker rejects the 
world, he commits spiritual suicide. Regardless of whether or not he really went out to sea, 
that  he  “was  never  seen  again”  demonstrates  his  complete  withdrawal  from  human 22

community.  Clearly,  mournfulness  is  not  the  answer.  We must  confront  loss.  The  only 
question is how. 

The irreversible developments of the 20th century—coupled with the dangers simmering 
beneath every reactionary lament—prompt Walter Benjamin to issue a clarion call: “Indeed 
(let’s admit it), our poverty of experience is not merely poverty on the personal level, but 
poverty of human experience in general. Hence, a new kind of barbarism.”  Barbarism? A 23

warranted question.  Benjamin explains  that  he “say[s]  this  in  order  to  introduce a  new, 
positive concept of barbarism.”  What is needed is courageous allegiance to what he calls 24

“Closer, Closer #2 (Detail 2)” (Heather Day, 
heatherday.com/paintings2017/2017/2/5/closer-closer-2)
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the “cause of the absolutely new,”  an aesthetics premised above all  on “renunciation.”  25 26

This  is  an  aesthetic  question,  for  it  concerns  our  conception  of  reality;  we  need  “a 
completely new language”  for the textures of  today.  Make no mistake,  this  is  no mere 27

“technical renovation of language, but its mobilization in the service of struggle or work—at 
any rate, of changing reality instead of describing it.”28

What does this mean? Another warranted question. Benjamin turns to the metaphor 
of glass, “a hard, smooth material to which nothing can be fixed. A cold and sober material 
into the bargain. Objects made of glass have no ‘aura.’ Glass is, in general, the enemy of 
secrets. It is also the enemy of possession.”  Possession, then, is the foremost hindrance; for 29

it impedes renunciation, it prevents us from letting go of the past. This is what Benjamin 
means  when  he  argues  that  people  today  are  “long[ing]  to  free  themselves  from 
experience”  altogether; for experience narrows the scope of what is possible, it fences off 30

tomorrow’s vast pastures. Hence, in another essay, Benjamin scoffs at the Philistine: “Yes, 
this is their experience, this one thing, never anything different: the meaninglessness of life. 
Its brutality. Have they ever encouraged us to anything great or new or forward-looking? 
Oh, no, precisely because these are things one cannot experience.”  By very virtue of its 31

newness, change is unprecedented; it exceeds experience. These things—greatness, newness
—are inconceivable, because the extent of what we can conceive is dictated—and restricted
—by the past.  Consequently,  the philosophy of glass alone can enable us to venture the 
impossible,  to  risk  exactly  those  “things  one  cannot  experience.”  Glass  is  the  guiding 
principle here because it is an intransigent transience, a sort of permanent loss, absence 
affixed to space. I might, moreover, add that it is a product of violence. We take something 
base  and  ubiquitous—sand,  that  hallmark  of  the  commonplace—and  we  transform it, 
through the artifice of fire, into something unrecognizably lucid. What results is a material 
of  exquisite  revelations,  a  literal—and  brittle—enlightenment.  Benjamin  expresses 
confidence: “This glass-milieu will transform humanity utterly.”  We must model ourselves 32

after  glass,  endeavouring  transparency,  a  perfect  self-effacement.  Annihilation  incarnate. 
Glass is the essence, not of tomorrow but today. 

How,  though,  does  a  philosophy premised on loss  avoid  degenerating  into  grief? 
What  is  the  difference?  I  would  venture:  Hope.  Grief  is  a  religion;  it  represents  an 
unwillingness to let go, to accept bereavement, to finally renounce what was lost. To grieve 
is to cling. “If grief could burn out / Like a sunken coal” —but it can’t. We just won’t let it. 33

“And I stir the stubborn flint / The flames have left / And grief stirs, and the deft / Heart lies 
impotent.”  An aesthetics of glass demands that we close the lid of the coffin and walk away34

—that we resist the urge to kneel down by the graveside and never leave. Renunciation is 
hopeful; it implies faith that there is still beauty in the world, even after some of it has been 
snuffed out. For Benjamin, such hopefulness expresses itself in the form of laughter. His 
essay petitions us to reckon with the exigencies of our time, but insists that “the main thing 
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is that [we do]  so with a laugh. This laughter may occasionally sound barbaric. Well and 
good.”  We must confront loss, not endeavour to abrogate it. That is the difference between 35

renunciation and despair.  Glass accepts the death of experience;  every gleaming pane is 
tangible laughter. This is the only means we have at our disposal for surviving the otherwise 
debilitating grief of history. The World Wars happened; there is no going back. Something 
has to give. Clearly, we need new forms. 

Which brings me back to my sudden penchant for candles and birdsong, my abrupt 
monasticism.  By  all  accounts,  to  every  outward  seeming,  I  resembled  a  technological 
reactionary, someone aggressively heedless of the 21st century. My copy of “Experience and 
Poverty” lay open on my desk. “Get with the times!” it seemed to be shouting at me. I 
stuffed it into the nearest drawer. I tried writing. To my horror, this paper swelled into a 
rambling, disjointed mess, a protracted pontification on the pretentious merits of a simple 
(read: Bourgeoise) way of life. Practically every other sentence sounded like something out 
of one of those “articles” that bloviate about “our Palaeolithic ancestors” and the “hunter-
gatherer way of life.” Which is all well and good—we may well be genetically identical to the 
caveman—but I was raised on a steady diet of Gameboy and Lucky Charms. Do you really 
expect Fred Flinstone and I to have the same brain, let alone the same gut flora? No amount 
of minimalism could undo the neurological damage done—something made painfully clear 
the moment the phone was back in my hand, whereupon the old vices would return, a cloud 
of locusts on the horizon of my mind. Already I was mindlessly refreshing my mail app like a 
slot machine, I was checking WhatsApp for increasingly non-evident reasons—unless, of 
course, it was the one and only reason, ever: “I’m tired and longing for pleasure.”  Or, in 36

other words: “Tired and wired we ruin too easy.”  I was tired, wired. I ruined too easy. 37

Exasperated, I arranged a Zoom with my professor a day before the essay was due. 
“What the hell is new barbarism, exactly?” was more or less my question; in various, elusive 
terms, I expressed both it and the concern that I was utterly failing to follow Benjamin’s 
advice, to enact glass in my own life. She drew my attention to Benjamin’s citation of Paul 
Klee, James Sydney Ensor, Mickey Mouse. She advised me to turn to these examples of new 
barbarism for guidance.

So I followed her advice. I Googled Klee. A modernist, his paintings are radically 
pared down, everything is reduced, stripped of its excess, only the essential components 
remain.  I  was  reminded  of  a  contemporary  artist,  Heather  Day.  No  other  artist  so 
extravagantly  literalizes  the  question  of  fragmentation.  In  Day’s  paintings,  we  see  the 
constituent parts made even clearer than in Klee’s—a smear of paint here, a sprinkling of 
graphite shavings there. Texture, above all, is made palpably legible. Vast stretches of canvas, 
furthermore, remain unused, as though we stumbled upon them mid-production. But did we 
really? Day’s paintings constitute a sort of meta-commentary on artifice itself. They invite us 
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to question the authenticity of this impression of incompleteness; for, obviously, they are 
extensively engineered. 

Ensor, explains a footnote in Benjamin’s essay, attended to the discomfiting question 
of modernity through “troubling fantasy, explosive colors, and subtle social commentary.”  38

Following another Google search,  I  became convinced that Ensor’s  work was spiritually 
reproduced in  the  album cover  for  In  the  Court  of  the  Crimson  King,  a  sprawling,  genre-
distorting  blend  of  jazz,  new-age  rock,  and  experimental  instrumentation.  Benjamin  is 
insistent on new forms, revolutionary moulds that “obey the laws of [our] interior” —that 39

correspond, in other words, to the contemporary soul. This soul, godless and lost, Benjamin 
characterizes using the unforgettable image of “the naked man of the contemporary world 
who lies screaming like a newborn babe in the dirty diapers of  the present.”  Explains 40

Robert Fripp, King Crimson’s lead singer: “The face on the outside is the [21st-Century] 
Schizoid  Man.”  Painted  by  Barry  Godber—it  was,  apparently,  the  only  thing  he  ever 41

painted—this  “Schizoid  Man”  is  the  visual  representative  of  the  contemporary  world, 
Munch’s Scream but for an age of technological dislocation and frenetic nihilism. 

These are excellent exemplars; but none of them enabled me to better understand 
my own situation. Besides, why barbarism? What could explain the regressive resonance of 
that  word?  How could  something be  newly  barbaric?  Was that  not  an oxymoron?  With 
regards to Mickey Mouse, Benjamin remarks:  “Nature and technology, primitiveness and 
comfort, have completely merged.”  This seemed promising; but, having ingested a video of 42

Steamboat Willie, I was more disturbed by the spectacle of man’s ruthless exploitation of 
animals than I was enlightened as to what on earth a philosophy of glass really entails. 

“Closer, Closer #2” (Heather Day, heatherday.com/
paintings2017/2017/2/5/closer-closer-2)
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Davis stirs, blinking. A spot of bright blood on his white dress-shirt. He has fallen asleep on 
a chair in the ER. Phil, Davis’ father-in-law, is leaning over him. He looks at Phil. Phil looks 
back. “She’s gone,” he says, before dazedly staggering down the hall.

It is well into the night. Davis looks around, eyelids heavy with sleep. Before long, he 
gets up, walks over to the empty hospital bed; dry blood splatters linger on the floor. He 
wets a paper towel with a water fountain, wipes blood off an expensive leather shoe. He 
walks over to a nearby vending machine and tries to order a packet of peanut M&Ms. But 
the packet gets stuck. He bangs on the machine. No dice. Finally, he uses his phone to take a 
picture of the customer service information. He walks off.43

In the opening scene of the 2017 film Demolition, the protagonist, Davis, loses his 
wife Julia in a violent car accident. He was in the passenger seat, but emerged miraculously 
unscathed.  This  sudden  bereavement  induces  in  Davis  a  return  to  the  forms  of  long 
experience—in this case, letter writing. We see him scratching a pen across countless sheets 
of  paper,  drafting  letter  after  letter  addressed to  a  certain  “dearest  vending company.”  44

Unprompted, Davis details his daily routine and offers a brief summative of his marriage. 
“Perhaps you’ll  find this information irrelevant in your deliberation of my refund; but, I 
think  you  deserve  the  whole  story.  Sincerely,  Davis  C.  Mitchell.”  His  justification  for 45

disclosing so much: “I want to represent myself as accurately as possible.”  In the middle of 46

the night,  Davis receives a phone call.  “This is  Karen Merino, from Champion Vending 
Company. I’m with customer service.”  Davis diminishes: “I was just venting,” he explains, 47

adding  that  he  “didn’t  expect  anyone  to  read  them.”  “Your  letters  made  me  cry,  Mr. 48

Mitchell. Do you have anyone to talk to?”49

“Your father thinks I’m losing my mind.” (Demolition 30:58, 1:02:30)
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At  the  same  time,  Davis  begins  to  exhibit  regressive,  even  childlike  behaviour. 
Having dropped off his visiting parents, he lingers at the airport, suddenly “overwhelmed by… 
a growing sense of... curiosity. What are in these bags? I wanna know what these people can’t 
do without for four days in Buffalo. I wanna go through every one of them and dump their 
shit  in  a  huge pile.”  This  curiosity  emerges  alongside other  perspectival  changes.  “I’m 50

starting to notice things I never saw before,” Davis explains. “Well, maybe I saw them. I just 
wasn’t  paying  attention.”  Curiosity  and  attention  combine  to  produce  an  irrepressible 51

desire:  Davis  feels  the  urge  to  dismantle  everything  in  an  attempt  to  understand  its 
innermost processes. He becomes obsessed with taking things apart, reducing them to their 
most  basic  components,  their  constituent  parts—all  in  an  attempt  to  understand  the 
reasons for their malfunction: 

It’s been scratching at the inside of my head. I couldn’t take it one second 
longer. The God-damn refrigerator was leaking. Now, I wouldn’t say I’m handy 
by any means; mechanically retarded would be closer to the truth. But Phil 
said it himself. If you wanna fix something, ‘you have to take everything apart’ 
and figure out  what’s  important,  ‘what’ll  make you stronger.  Repairing the 
human heart  is  like  repairing an automobile.  Just  examine everything,  and 
then you can put it all back together.’52

Davis  literalizes  this  figurative  advice,  the  way  a  child  might  before  they  learn  to 
comprehend  the  nuances  of  human  metaphor.  “I  just  dismantled  a  $2,000 cappuccino 
machine,” he confesses over the phone to Karen.  “What are we doing again?” her soon-53

thereafter-befriended 15-year-old son asks as  they don vests  and hoist  sledgehammers in 
Davis’ pristine, costly home. “We’re taking apart my marriage,” he says, before bringing one 
mightily down on a granite island.  Each of these individual demolitions form part of the 54

same quest to comprehend. Indeed, what could be more newly barbaric than a stockbroker 
paying a construction worker $241 in cold hard ash to let him assist in the demolition of a 
house?  A revelation of fragments. Deconstruction gesturing towards a sharp insight, like 55

Benjamin’s glass. 
New barbarism is an oxymoron. How can primitivism be novel? Davis exemplifies the 

paradox of progressive regression. The aberrant character of his newly barbaric behaviour—
his return, if you will, to the playful deviance of the child—is made visibly obvious in scenes 
when he is  passing through crowds.  One of  these shows Davis  moving forward in slow 
motion as everyone around him proceeds backwards. But if the wary glances of passersby 
weren’t enough to alert us, by the time a cloud of cigarette smoke collapses back into one 
man’s lungs, we realize that the shot is in reverse—that it is in fact Davis who is walking 
backwards,  alone. The same theme plays here as when Davis remarks on the enigma of 
airport luggage, suggesting a correspondence between intense curiosity on the one hand and 
deviance, if not nonconformism, on the other. This scene in particular sees Davis wearing 
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sunglasses and over-ear headphones, further solidifying the sense of isolation from those 
around him.56

In a similar scene, Davis is seen wildly gesticulating as he dances—to the great alarm 
and irritation of  his  fellow citizens—to a deliriously groovy track introduced to him by 
Karen’s son. His dancing is vigorous and unhinged, a marvellous display of—again—childlike 
absorption.  This  is  new barbarism—a defiant openness  to the world,  an almost  juvenile 
transgression  of  tacit  social  norms.  Davis  strolls  out  into  traffic,  leaps  into  an  open 
construction site,  slides  down an outdoor  staircase  railing,  hangs  from a  lamppost.  The 
aberration is  so  complete  that,  at  the  office building  where  he  works  as  an investment 
banker, the security guard asks Davis if he has an appointment.57

Davis’ endeavours earn him the bafflement—and occasional hostility—of those around him. 
This disconnect produces the following stellar exchange between him and his father-in-law
—and boss —which takes place in Phil’s office, midday:58

‘To be honest, your judgement of late has been questionable.’
Davis’ brow is furrowed. ’How so, Phil?’
‘Did you take apart the lighting fixture in our bathroom?’
Davis shifts a little in his seat, tucks his shirt deeper into his pants. Smiles 
sheepishly. ‘Yes… I did.’
‘And your computer?’
Davis glances away, looks back again. Nods, still smiling. 
‘I assume you’re responsible for the washroom stall?’
‘That was my work, yes.’

“Would any of you consider ‘Crazy On You’ to be a sad 
song?” (Demolition 28:20, 1:08:27)
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Phil narrows his eyes. ‘Why?’
‘Well, that’s a little harder to answer.’
‘Uh-huh.’ Phil leans forward in his chair, hands clasped. ‘Try me.’
Davis considers. ‘The bathroom stall, for example. The door was squeaking. I 
mean,  it’d  probably  been  that  way  for  quite  some  time,  and  I  just  never 
noticed. And now I’m noticing all different kinds of things, Phil, and I wanna 
see how they work.’ He gestures towards an elegant grandfather clock in the 
corner. ‘Like that clock. Pure craftsmanship. Artistry.’
‘That belonged to my great-grandmother. 1890’s.’
‘I wanna rip it apart and… spread it out… all over the floor,’ says Davis, breaking 
into a smile and making circular motions with his hands to convey the extent 
of the desired dismantlement. ‘I mean, no offence to your great-grandmother, 
but, I see a clock like that, and I wanna know what it looks like inside.’
Phil eyes Davis askance, two fingers resting over his thin lips. He gets up, very 
slowly circles the desk, sits atop the corner, leans across. ‘Davis.’
‘Hmm.’
A pause. ‘I want you to take some time off.’59

This  conversation  reveals  a  dissonance  between,  really,  two  worldviews.  For  Phil,  the 
grandfather clock is an object, an heirloom: its importance is imaginary, auratic; it carries 
“the  authority  of  age”;  it  testifies  to  the  continuity  between  generations.  For  Davis, 
meanwhile,  the clock is  less  an object  than a  tantalizing mystery,  a  puzzle  of  parts  just 
waiting  to  be  solved  through  a  process  of  wholesale—and  likely  irreversible—
deconstruction. Phil’s relationship to the clock is one of static reverence, whereas Davis 
“reject[s] the traditional, solemn, noble image”  it seeks to convey. He is interested not in 60

its aura, not in its resonance, not even in its function, but rather how it functions, the secret 
of its mechanisms, the answer to the question of its robust solidity.  The telos of Davis’ 
curiosity resides in the destruction of the clock. Hence Phil intervenes in order to prevent 
this disagreeable outcome, hiring movers to wheel the precious artifact out of his office and 
transport  it  securely  to  his  home.  Meticulous  preservation  of  the  past.  Observe  the 61

preoccupation with what was.
This  conflict  reaches  its  climax  in  Phil  and  Davis’  differing  approaches  to 

remembering Julia—or what Phil refers to as “the architecture of your wife’s legacy.”  Phil 62

wants  to  open  a  foundation  in  Julia’s  name,  a  scholarship  fund  valued  at  $2.6  million. 
“Something  doesn’t  feel  right,  Phil,  this  whole  thing,”  objects  Davis  when  they  are 
interviewing possible candidates. “I wanna do something for her, but it just doesn’t—” “You 
are not feeling right!” exclaims Phil, wringing his hands.  Only by the film’s conclusion, once 63

Davis has learned to process and accept his wife’s passing, to reckon with his grief—“There 
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was love between us; I just didn’t take care of it,” he admits to Phil with teary eyes, finally—
can  Davis  clarify  his  desire  to  have  Julia  remembered:  She  worked  with  special  needs 
children, so Davis revives a derelict carousel dedicated to her students and opens it on the 
seawall in her name.

Now we’re  getting  somewhere.  In  the  wake of  Demolition—Demolition  on my mind—I 64

reconsider some of my professor’s remarks. She pointed out, for instance, that my “return” 
to an almost monastic routine is—rather glaringly—without a monastery.  It is  a solitary, 
secular  undertaking,  severed  from any  real  community.  Soon after  COVID-19  arrived  in 
Canada, community—in its various forms—it fell apart. The classroom, for example, was 
essentially decapitated, condemned to the pixelated purgatory of a Brightspace text chat, 
reduced to pitiful imitation of our seminars. My theatre production of E.E. Cummings’ play 
Him was cancelled less than two weeks away from the opening night. The majority of my 
friends abandoned the city, returning home; as I wrote to one of these: “summer is here, this 
ought to be a time of long walks and freedom, a time of friendship and coals, of wine and 
song.” Instead, I was indoors, struggling—and failing—to harness the flickering power of my 
own mind.  The  old  structures  were  gone,  but  the  imperatives  remained.  April  arrived. 
School persisted—undead, undone. I was charged with disposing of its quasi-corpse. 

At  the  same  time,  however,  other  forms  of  community  emerged  out  of  sheer 
necessity. It took a pandemic for both sides of my family to institute weekly international 
Skype  sessions,  something  both  Michael  and Arden—who are,  like  myself,  from out  of 
province—established years ago. Nevertheless, it happened, we did so, and now I see them 
regularly, on a screen; I am privileged with the sound of their voices, with the irreplaceable 

Davis watches as children—many of them special needs—laugh while 
riding on “Julia’s Carousel.” (Demolition 1:33:59)
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acoustics of their laughter. Despite the intervening digital apparatus, I am able to gaze at 
their familiar countenances, I can perceive the colour of their eyes. Indeed, I may have gone 
medieval in some respects, but in others, I’ve made full use of the technological means at my 
disposal. I now order my groceries online. I use an elaborate software, Scrivener, to organize 
the—occasionally-typewritten—pages  of  my  novel.  I  mean,  for  crying  out  loud,  I  have 
biweekly Minecraft sessions with Arden and my cousin in Vancouver. What could be more 
thoroughgoingly technological than pressing down on a mouse to extract pixelated iron ore 
in  a  computer  game  developed  by  Swedish  entrepreneurs  and  sold  to  Microsoft  while 
cracking jokes with a relative four time zones away, on the other side of the continent? 
Notwithstanding the intervening 5,794 miles by car (approximately 57 hours, according to 
Maps), both of us can still dissolve into laughter over that one time we ran excerpts of The 
Dark Knight’s script through over twenty-six different languages on Google Translate. Then 
I, cued by the fading light, tell my cousin I’m off to bed; I bid him and Arden goodnight. I 
read some Philip Larkin by candlelight (don’t tell  my landlord)  before becoming drowsy, 
blowing out the candles, and nodding off to sleep surrounded by a smell my body associates 
with birthday cake. 

What is  this if  not new barbarism? My professor suggests that,  in an attempt to 
withstand the society-wide upheavals that constitute our scrambling post-factum attempt to 
stem the spread of the virus, I have stripped my life of every superfluous element—I have, 
in other words, taken everything apart in order to put it back together again. This early 
morning business, for example: alas, it didn’t last. I still go to bed early, around dusk; but 
now I let my body rouse itself. It took the aforementioned regimen, however, to arrive me at 
this  newfound understanding.  The return to a more sustainable sleep schedule was only 
possible  because  I  first  obtained  the  clarity  of  transgression.  Reassembly  followed 
dismantlement.

The decision to abstain from certain deleterious technologies (I’m looking at you, 
iPhone, you Pandora’s box of mindless idiocy) proceeds from a similarly sober appraisal of 
my physiological needs. I was diagnosed with ADD as a child—both of my parents have it, 
it’s an inheritance, my mom takes Adderall. This, accompanied by the ever-present threat of 
a depressive episode, demands vigilance. This mind of mine is precarious at best—capable of 
prodigious  concentration  but  also  obscene  aimlessness,  intermittently  fierce  but  often 
unwieldy,  flighty.  Under  the  present  circumstances—given  the  complete  and  utter 
disappearance of every external structure—I have really had no choice but to go full Amish, 
here. The alternative is unthinkable. For me, the integrity of the day is always in jeopardy; 
things  can  very  easily  degenerate  into  a  cascade  of  petty  tasks—doing  laundry,  making 
lunch, responding to emails, rearranging my things, passive-aggressively transporting Arden’s 
sweaters  and books  from the  couch into  his  room (where  they  belong).  Each of  these, 
minuscule and necessary, leads me in the moment to believe I am engaged in something 
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meaningful; but really they are so insignificant that, by the end of the day, everything has 
dissolved together into an oblivion of hours lost. “I felt the death-loneliness that comes at 
the end of every day that is wasted in your life.”  The cost of structurelessness is despair.65

New barbarism is childlike. Newness returns. I play Minecraft with my cousin. Davis builds 
a pillow fort with his newfound friend Karen.  I watch Davis build a pillow fort with Karen 66

with my arm wrapped around Leah; our faces are bathed in the TV screen’s blue glow. It’s 
10:00 pm on a  Friday;  I’ve  momentarily  renounced my regimen of  fierce renunciations. 
Hunger is good discipline,  but nothing clarifies hunger like a fast. I should buy more wheat 67

berries.
Much has changed; some things have stayed the same. I have learned to full-screen 

applications, to eat when I am hungry, to cognitively lean upon the intellectual crutch that is 
coffee. I was already doing 2/3 of these things before COVID-19. This is the hopefulness of 
glass, renunciation: it invokes the return of what is necessary. I’m reminded of a message 
Leah wrote me once: “I think I desired such minimalism upon moving to Halifax because I needed to 
see less to see well, to push everything away so I could ask what’s important to stay.”  The fewer the 68

objects, the clearer the grasp. Less as more.
Desperate times; I’ve taken desperate measures. I have endeavoured “to see well.” 

I’ve taken everything apart—“beginning anew and with few resources.”  Barbaric of me, 69

perhaps; but every demolition vows a renewal. I can only hope that Walter Benjamin would 
approve. 

Now, if you’ll excuse me, I have some Minecraft to attend to. 

“You have to take everything apart.” (Demolition 21:47, 31:40)
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